Initiation and Exacerbation of Autoimmune Demyelination of the Central Nervous System via Virus-Induced Molecular Mimicry: Implications for the Pathogenesis of Multiple Sclerosis
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Epidemiological studies indicate that infectious agents are important in the pathogenesis of multiple sclerosis (MS). Our previous reports showed that the infection of SJL mice with a nonpathogenic variant of Theiler’s murine encephalomyelitis virus (TMEV) engineered to express a naturally occurring Haemophilus influenzae-encoded molecular mimic (HI574-586) of an immunodominant self-myelin proteolipid protein epitope (PLP139-151) induced a rapid-onset demyelinating disease associated with the activation of PLP139-151-specific Th1 responses. The current results extend our previous findings in four critical respects. We show that disease initiation by the H. influenzae mimic is prevented by tolerance to the self PLP139-151 epitope, definitively proving the occurrence of infection-induced molecular mimicry. We demonstrate that the H. influenzae mimic epitope can be processed from the flanking sequences within the native mimic protein. We show that the H. influenzae mimic epitope only induces an immunopathologic self-reactive Th1 response and subsequent clinical disease in the context of the TMEV infection and not when administered in complete Freund’s adjuvant, indicating that molecular mimicry-induced disease initiation requires virus-activated innate immune signals. Lastly, we show that the infection of SJL mice with TMEV expressing the H. influenzae mimic can exacerbate a previously established nonprogressive autoimmune disease of the central nervous system. Collectively, these findings illustrate the evolving mechanisms by which virus infections may contribute to both the initiation and exacerbation of autoimmune diseases, and they have important implications for MS pathogenesis.

Multiple sclerosis (MS) is a human autoimmune demyelinating disease of the central nervous system (CNS) which is thought to be mediated by autoreactive T cells. Both genetic and environmental factors, such as infections, have been implicated in MS susceptibility (8, 14, 15, 29), and virus infections can induce demyelinating diseases (7, 26, 32, 34). Interestingly, both healthy individuals and MS patients possess peripheral CD4+ T cells specific for myelin antigens (25, 30). Nonetheless, the mechanism of autoreactive T-cell activation in MS remains unknown. One proposed mechanism of activation is molecular mimicry, whereby autoreactive T cells can be activated by infectious agents encoding epitopes with similar structures or sequence homology to self-tissue epitopes (10, 21). T-cell mimicry between myelin and viral peptides has recently been described for MS patients (33, 36). Molecular mimicry has also been implicated in the pathogenesis of diabetes, systemic lupus erythematosus, and human T-lymphotropic virus type I-associated myelopathy/tropical spastic paraparesis (1, 11, 16, 19). MS patients present with multiple clinical forms, including relapsing-remitting and chronic-progressive forms of disease. Although the mechanism(s) involved in the initiation and in the relapse phase of relapsing-remitting MS is currently not fully understood, several factors, including viral infection, may be important (2, 27, 28).

We previously demonstrated (20) that a nonpathogenic variant of Theiler’s murine encephalomyelitis virus (TMEV) expressing either the mouse myelin proteolipid protein (PLP) epitope, PLP139-151, or a core mimic sequence of PLP139-151 derived from Haemophilus influenzae (HI574-586) (3) induced a mild, slowly progressing form of CNS demyelinating disease. Clinical disease was associated with the cross-activation and Th1 differentiation of myelin epitope PLP139-151-specific CD4+ T cells, and the disease induced by the virus encoding the self PLP139-151 epitope could be prevented by tolerance to the homologous self peptide (22).

The present studies were designed to further understand the mechanisms of infection-induced molecular mimicry in both the initiation and progression of CNS autoimmunity. The present results extend our previous studies by illustrating four additional critical observations regarding the role of infection-induced molecular mimicry in activating CNS demyelinating disease. We demonstrate (i) that the CNS disease induced by infection with the core H. influenzae mimic-expressing virus is due to the cross-activation of autoreactive T cells, as peripheral tolerance induced to the self myelin PLP139-151 epitope specifically inhibited disease induction; (ii) that the mimic H. influenzae epitope can be naturally processed from the flanking sequences in the native H. influenzae protein and presented to cross-activate PLP139-151-specific autoreactive CD4+ Th1 cells; (iii) that molecular mimicry-induced disease initiation requires virus-activated innate immune signals, since infection with TMEV expressing the H. influenzae mimic induced disease, while the core H. influenzae mimic epitope administered in complete Freund’s adjuvant (CFA) did not; and (iv) that a
slowly progressing CNS autoimmune disease can be significantly exacerbated upon reinflection with the *H. influenzae* mimic-expressing virus. Collectively, these studies demonstrate that autoreactive T cells triggered by infection-induced molecular mimicry can both initiate and exacerbate clinical autoimmune demyelination and have important implications for the initiation and relapse phases of MS pathogenesis.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Mice. Five- to 6-week-old female SJL mice were obtained from Harlan Sprague-Dawley (Indianapolis, Ind.). Mice were housed under barrier conditions at the National Institutes of Health-approved Northwestern University Medical School animal facilities. All protocols were approved by the Northwestern University Animal Care and Use Committee. Paralyzed mice were afforded easier access to food and water.

Construction of mimic-expressing TMEV. The cDNA encoding the BeAn strain of TMEV was modified by inserting ClaI sites and deleting 23 amino acids, as previously described (20). Genomic DNA containing the sequence coding for the encephalitogenic myelin epitope PLP139-151 (PLP-BeAn) was assessed by high-performance liquid chromatography. Amino acid compositions were verified by mass spectrometry, and their purity was determined for triplicate wells for each peptide concentration and then expressed as mean group clinical scores, and the statistical difference was calculated by the Mann-Whitney nonparametric ranking test. Statistical analyses of DTH and proliferative responses in OVA-γ-secretion were performed by using the two-tailed Student t test.

RESULTS

Peripheral tolerance to PLP 139-151 inhibits HI-BeAn virus-induced autoimmune demyelinating disease. As we have previously reported (20), mice infected intracerebrally with a non-pathogenic variant of the BeAn strain of TMEV (ΔClaI-BeAn, which carries a 23-amino-acid deletion in the viral leader sequence) engineered to express a 30-mer peptide encompassing the encephalitogenic myelin epitope PLP 139-151 (PLP-BeAn) develop a severe, rapid-onset, progressive demyelinating disease, while infection with BeAn containing the PLP 139-151 epitope mimic, consisting of amino acids 574 to 886 of the *Haemophilus influenzae* serine protease IV protein (HI-BeAn), develop a less severe nonprogressive clinical disease (Fig. 1b). HI-BeAn induces a cross-reactive PLP 139-151-specific CD4+ T-cell response, as determined by in vivo DTH and in vitro T-cell proliferative assays (Fig. 1c and d), and results in the inactivation of CD4+ T cells and activated F4/80+ macrophages/microglia into the CNS (see Fig. 5d and I) and associated focal areas of demyelination, as assessed by staining with an anti-PLP antibody (manuscript in preparation), similar to the lesions found in PLP-BeAn-infected SJL mice (20). To definitively determine whether cross-reactivity (mimicry) between PLP 139-151 and HI74-586 is critical for the induction of demyelinating disease, we exposed HI-BeAn- or PLP-BeAn-infected mice (day 0) to the myelin epitope, PLP 139-151, or the irrelevant OVA 323-339 epitope (on days −7 and +3) to induce tolerance. As we previously reported (22), PLP 139-151 tolerance inhibited clinical disease in mice infected with PLP-BeAn. Significantly, the present results show that PLP 139-151 tolerance also specifically inhibits the CNS disease, as assessed by the TMEV scoring system, characterized by a mild to moderate waddling gait induced by infection with the mimic-expressing HI-BeAn virus compared to the case for mice exposed to OVA 323-339 (P < 0.05) (Fig. 1b). PLP 139-151-tolerant mice infected with either HI-BeAn or PLP-BeAn displayed significantly reduced HI74-586+ and PLP 139-151-specific DTH and CD4+ T-cell proliferative responses (P < 0.05) to all of the controls (Fig. 1c and d). The tolerance was specific to the PLP 139-151 epitope, as TMEV-specific VP2 70-86 specific T-cell responses were unaffected in PLP 139-151-tolerant mice, and the responses in OVA 323-339-tolerant mice were similar to those in untreated mice. Interestingly, tolerance induced with HI74-586+ or brain were cut and mounted on Superfrost Plus electrostatically charged slides (Fisher, Pittsburgh, Pa.), air dried, and stored at −80°C. CNS immunohistochemistry was performed as previously described (12). The results shown are representative of the cellular infiltrates from multiple sections cut from three individual mice per group. Photomicrographs of immunostained sections from a spinal cord, cerebellum, and brain stem representative of the cellular infiltrates in the different groups were used to quantify the numbers of positive inflammatory cells per area of each tissue section. Data from photomicrographs were stored as 8-bit binary images in a grayscale format. Quantification was determined with ImageJ software v1.32j (http://rsb.info.nih.gov/ij/). Threshold values of brightness and contrast were determined for the photomicrographs and were kept constant for each sample. Prior to analysis, the minimum and maximum sizes of pixels to be counted were determined whereby sections with no positive staining gave a measurement of 0.0 pixels. The data are presented as percentages of positive pixels per area of photomicrograph.

Statistics. Clinical severity results are presented as mean group clinical scores, and the statistical difference was calculated by the Mann-Whitney nonparametric ranking test. Statistical analyses of DTH and proliferative responses in IFN-γ secretion were performed by using the two-tailed Student t test.

Peripheral tolerance to PLP 139-151 inhibits HI-BeAn virus-induced autoimmune demyelinating disease. As we have previously reported (20), mice infected intracerebrally with a non-pathogenic variant of the BeAn strain of TMEV (ΔClaI-BeAn, which carries a 23-amino-acid deletion in the viral leader sequence) engineered to express a 30-mer peptide encompassing the encephalitogenic myelin epitope PLP 139-151 (PLP-BeAn) develop a severe, rapid-onset, progressive demyelinating disease, while infection with BeAn containing the PLP 139-151 epitope mimic, consisting of amino acids 574 to 886 of the *Haemophilus influenzae* serine protease IV protein (HI-BeAn), develop a less severe nonprogressive clinical disease (Fig. 1b). HI-BeAn induces a cross-reactive PLP 139-151-specific CD4+ T-cell response, as determined by in vivo DTH and in vitro T-cell proliferative assays (Fig. 1c and d), and results in the inactivation of CD4+ T cells and activated F4/80+ macrophages/microglia into the CNS (see Fig. 5d and I) and associated focal areas of demyelination, as assessed by staining with an anti-PLP antibody (manuscript in preparation), similar to the lesions found in PLP-BeAn-infected SJL mice (20). To definitively determine whether cross-reactivity (mimicry) between PLP 139-151 and HI74-586 is critical for the induction of demyelinating disease, we exposed HI-BeAn- or PLP-BeAn-infected mice (day 0) to the myelin epitope, PLP 139-151, or the irrelevant OVA 323-339 epitope (on days −7 and +3) to induce tolerance. As we previously reported (22), PLP 139-151 tolerance inhibited clinical disease in mice infected with PLP-BeAn. Significantly, the present results show that PLP 139-151 tolerance also specifically inhibits the CNS disease, as assessed by the TMEV scoring system, characterized by a mild to moderate waddling gait induced by infection with the mimic-expressing HI-BeAn virus compared to the case for mice exposed to OVA 323-339 (P < 0.05) (Fig. 1b). PLP 139-151-tolerant mice infected with either HI-BeAn or PLP-BeAn displayed significantly reduced HI74-586+ and PLP 139-151-specific DTH and CD4+ T-cell proliferative responses (P < 0.05) to all of the controls (Fig. 1c and d). The tolerance was specific to the PLP 139-151 epitope, as TMEV-specific VP2 70-86 specific T-cell responses were unaffected in PLP 139-151-tolerant mice, and the responses in OVA 323-339-tolerant mice were similar to those in untreated mice. Interestingly, tolerance induced with HI74-586+
as well as that induced with PLP₁₃₉₋₁₅₁, was shown to inhibit experimental autoimmune encephalomyelitis (EAE) induced by priming with PLP₁₃₉₋₁₅₁/CFA (Fig. 1e), illustrating the bi-directional cross-reactivity of these epitopes. These results thus provide definitive evidence that the early-onset CNS disease induced by infection with the core \textit{H. influenzae} mimic-expressing virus is due to the cross-activation of PLP₁₃₉₋₁₅₁-specific autoreactive CD4⁺ T cells, i.e., the data prove the occurrence of infection-induced molecular mimicry.

The HI₅₇₄₋₅₈₆ mimic epitope can be processed from its native flanking sequences within the mimic protein, we constructed a TMEV virus (HI₃₉-BeAn) expressing a 39-amino-acid (HI₅₆₆₋₆₀₄) piece of the \textit{H. influenzae} protease IV protein. SJL mice infected with HI₃₉-BeAn (Fig. 2a) developed an early-onset demyelinating disease which was less severe than that induced by PLP-BeAn but equivalent to that induced by HI-BeAn, while mice infected with TMEV expressing a 30-mer peptide encompassing the nonself OVA3₂₃₋₃₃₉ sequence developed a late-onset disease typical of infections with the wild-type BeAn TMEV strain (20, 22). We have previously described that the insertion of base pairs encoding the OVA₃₁₇₋₃₄₆ 30-mer peptide in either the forward or reverse direction restores the ability of the parental \textit{ΔCIA-BeAn} virus to persist in the CNS and to induce late-onset clinical disease (18). Although the molecular basis for this is unknown, it is possible that the

FIG. 1. Peripheral tolerance to PLP₁₃₉₋₁₅₁ inhibits HI-BeAn virus-induced autoimmune demyelinating disease. (a) Sequences of peptides used for this study, with shared residues outlined by boxes. Recombinant viruses expressing the peptide sequences used for the present study are shown in parentheses. (b) Mice (n = 8) were exposed to PLP₁₃₉₋₁₅₁ or OVA₃₂₃₋₃₃₉ at 7 days preinfection and 3 days postinfection with the HI-BeAn or PLP-BeAn virus. The mice were monitored for clinical disease by using the TMEV grading scale (see Materials and Methods) for 55 days. Mean clinical scores are plotted versus the time (days) postinfection. (c) DTH responses to the immunodominant virus epitope VP₂₇₀₋₈₆ and the myelin epitope PLP₁₃₉₋₁₅₁ were measured at 14 days postinfection. (d) Splenic T-cell proliferative responses to VP₂₇₀₋₈₆, PLP₁₃₉₋₁₅₁, and HI₅₇₄₋₅₈₆ were determined at 21 days postinfection. The clinical disease scores differed significantly from those for OVA₃₂₃₋₃₃₉-tolerant mice. *, P < 0.05. The results in each panel are representative of three separate experiments. (e) Mice (n = 5) were exposed to PLP₁₃₉₋₁₅₁, HI₅₇₄₋₅₈₆, or OVA₃₂₃₋₃₃₉ at 7 days preimmunization and 3 days postimmunization with 50 μg of PLP₁₃₀₋₁₅₁/CFA. Clinical scores were assessed by using an EAE grading scale as follows: 1, lack of tail tone; 2, impaired righting reflex; 3, partial hindlimb paralysis; 4, total hindlimb paralysis; and 5, moribund.
addition of the OVA peptide coding sequence to the leader restores its original length and induces a conformational change in \( \text{H}9004 \)-BeAn, which allows more efficient in vivo replication and virus persistence in mouse CNS cells. \( \text{H}1 \)-BeAn- and \( \text{H}39 \)-BeAn-infected mice displayed strong CD4 \( \text{H}11001 \)-DTH and proliferative T-cell responses associated with potent IFN-\( \gamma \) secretion, which is typical of Th1 responses, upon recall with either HI574-586 or the PLP 139-151 self epitope (Fig. 2b to d). The level of VP2 70-86-induced IFN-\( \gamma \) secretion seen in PLP139-BeAn-infected mice compared to that in mice infected with the other recombinant viruses was less than twofold higher and not consistently seen and thus was not considered significant. Thus, HI574-586 is arguably a natural PLP 139-151 mimic capable of being processed from its native sequence following virus infection to activate cross-reactive PLP139-151-specific autoreactive CD4 \( \text{H}11001 \)-T cells. To determine if the HI mimic epitope could also induce clinical disease in the context of innate immune signals induced by complete Freund’s adjuvant (CFA), we immunized SJL mice with either the minimal HI574-586 mimic epitope or a 30-amino-acid peptide (HI566-595) encompassing the core HI574-586 mimic epitope in CFA. Immunization with either peptide activated both HI574-586 mimic-specific and cross-reactive self-myelin PLP 139-151-specific CD4 \( \text{H}11001 \)-T cells (Fig. 3c). However, unlike the case for SJL mice infected with TMEV engineered to express either the core HI574-586 mimic epitope flanked by the native PLP sequences (HI-BeAn) or the long HI566-604 epitope (HI39-BeAn) (Fig. 2a), priming with either HI574-586 or HI566-595 in CFA failed to induce a clinical demyelinating disease (Fig. 3a). This was also true if pertussis toxin and/or lipopolysaccharide was used in conjunction with CFA as an additional innate immune stimulus (data not shown). Disease induction following HI-BeAn infection appeared to induce more potent innate immune signals than priming with the mimic peptide/CFA, as exemplified by the failure of the self PLP 139-151 Peptide to recall either in vivo DTH responses or in vitro IFN-\( \gamma \) production (Fig. 3b and d). In contrast, the self PLP 139-151 Peptide recalled potent DTH and IFN-\( \gamma \) production in mice infected with either HI-BeAn or HI39-BeAn (Fig. 2b and d). Thus, the induction of autoimmunity via molecular mimicry requires critical innate immune signals specific to the infectious agent encoding the molecular mimic to induce an efficient differentiation of cross-reactive autoreactive Th1 cells with pathological potential.

Secondary virus infection in the CNS exacerbates clinical disease in mice previously infected with HI-BeAn. Mice infected with the HI-BeAn mimic virus consistently developed a less severe clinical demyelinating disease than mice infected with PLP-BeAn (Fig. 2a) (20). To determine if subsequent virus infections could exacerbate the nonprogressive demyelinating disease induced by HI-BeAn infection, we infected SJL mice intracerebrally with HI-BeAn (day 0) and then reinfected...
them on day +14 with HI-BeAn, OVA-BeAn, the nonpathogenic parental virus (ΔCla-BeAn), or an equivalent volume of PBS. A primary infection with HI-BeAn and subsequent reinfection with HI-BeAn induced a significantly more severe clinical disease \( (P < 0.05) \) than that in mice given PBS on day +14 (Fig. 4a). Interestingly, mice infected with HI-BeAn that received a second infection with OVA-BeAn also developed an exacerbated clinical disease compared with that in PBS-injected controls \( (P < 0.05) \) (Fig. 4a). The reinfection of HI-BeAn virus-infected mice with the parental, nonpersisting ΔCla-BeAn virus resulted in a delayed onset of clinical disease compared with that in controls, and these mice developed a delayed exacerbated disease as well (Fig. 4a). However, as observed in multiple experiments, the clinical disease induced upon reinfection with the PLP139-151 mimic-expressing HI-BeAn virus always had an earlier onset and was significantly more severe than the disease in mice reinjected with OVA-BeAn or ΔCla-BeAn. Mice infected with the HI-BeAn virus followed by a second infection with OVA-BeAn, ΔCla-BeAn, or HI-BeAn developed HI574-586-specific CD4\(^+\) T-cell proliferative responses as well as cross-reactive PLP139-151-specific CD4\(^+\) T-cell responses (Fig. 4d and e) \( (P < 0.05) \). All mice initially infected with HI-BeAn developed virus-specific CD4\(^+\) T-cell responses which increased slightly upon secondary infection (Fig. 4c). The CD4\(^+\) T-cell responses to the virus, myelin, and the mimic peptide in these infected mice were associated with IFN-\(\gamma\)-specific secretion, which is indicative of Th1-type CD4\(^+\) T-cell responses (Fig. 4f). Thus, a primary infection with a mimic-encoding virus may result in a suboptimal activation of autoreactive T cells, resulting in a mild initial clinical disease, but secondary infections with neurotropic viruses expressing the PLP139-151 mimic epitope more efficiently enhance the autoimmune response, leading to a severe clinical disease compared to that induced by non-mimic-expressing neurotropic viruses.

To further determine whether a prior infection of the CNS with a neurotropic virus (OVA-BeAn) that induces a late-onset, slowly progressing disease (Fig. 2a) could predispose...
mice to a more severe autoimmune disease upon secondary infection with a mimic-encoding virus, we infected mice with OVA-BeAn (day 0) and then reinfected them with HI-BeAn, OVA-BeAn, or ΔCla-BeAn at 14 days postinfection. Mice were observed for up to 94 days postinfection, and clinical disease was assessed with the TMEV disease scoring system. Mice infected with OVA-BeAn that received a second infection with HI-BeAn developed a disease with a significantly earlier onset than that in mice that received a secondary infection with HI-BeAn, OVA-BeAn, or ΔCla-BeAn at 14 days postinfection. The mice were monitored for clinical disease for 94 days. (c to e) Splenic proliferation assays were conducted to determine T-cell reactivities to VP2 70-86, PLP 139-151 (d), and HI 574-586 (e) at 60 days postinfection. (f) IFN-γ secretion in response to VP2 70-86, PLP 139-151, and HI 574-586 was determined from culture supernatants from proliferation assays. *, clinical disease scores were significantly higher than those for mice infected with HI-BeAn + PBS (P < 0.05). The results in each panel are representative of three separate experiments.
BeAn virus-infected mice that were reinfected with HI-BeAn displayed significantly more CD4+ T cells and F4/80+ macrophages (Fig. 5a and i) than did PBS-treated control mice (Fig. 5d and l). Mice initially infected with HI-BeAn and reinfected with either OVA-BeAn or ΔCla-BeAn had more CD4+ T cells (Fig. 5b and c) and macrophages (Fig. 5j and k) than did PBS-treated controls (Fig. 5d and l) but fewer of these cells than did mice reinfected with HI-BeAn (Fig. 5a and i). Lumbar spinal cords from mice infected with the OVA-BeAn virus and subsequently reinfected with HI-BeAn had increased CD4+ T cells and macrophages (Fig. 5e and m) compared to control mice (Fig. 5h and p). Cerebellum and brain stem sections from mice initially infected with HI-BeAn and reinfected with HI-BeAn displayed large numbers of infiltrating CD4+ T cells and F4/80+ cells (Fig. 5g to t). However, OVA-BeAn-infected mice that were reinfected with HI-BeAn displayed limited immune cell infiltrates in the brain (Fig. 5u to x). Overall, the levels of immune cell infiltration in the CNS correlated well with the severity of clinical disease observed for mice that received secondary infections.

**DISCUSSION**

Molecular mimicry is a putative mechanism for the activation of autoreactive T cells in MS, a human autoimmune demyelinating disease. However, little direct evidence exists for mimicry-induced T-cell autoimmunity using infectious agents. Previously, we described a model of molecular mimicry whereby the viral delivery of a PLP139-151 myelin-mimic epitope naturally encoded in the protease IV protein of *H. influenzae*, HI574-586, could induce an early-onset autoimmune demyelinating disease associated with the activation of autoreactive PLP139-151-specific CD4+ Th1 cells (20). The present experiments build upon this initial observation and illustrate four critically important conditions required for the induction and/or exacerbation of autoimmune disease by infection-induced molecular mimicry.

Firstly, the current demonstration that PLP139-151 tolerance (13, 18) significantly inhibited the incidence and severity of disease following HI-BeAn infection and specifically inhibited both HI574-587- and PLP139-151-specific CD4+ T-cell responses definitively shows the functional activation of pathological cross-reactive HI574-586 and PLP139-151 CD4+ T cells following HI-BeAn infection. Secondly, the demonstration that infection with the HI39-BeAn virus induced a similar early-onset demyelinating disease and similar activation of PLP139-151-specific CD4+ Th1 cells, as observed following infection with the HI574-586 BeAn virus, shows that the *H. influenzae* mimic sequence is a natural epitope which can be processed and presented in vivo by SJL antigen-presenting cells to activate PLP139-151-specific autoreactive Th1 cells. We feel that this is a significant advance over past descriptions of pathological mimic epitopes, which uniformly employed minimal mimic sequences identified in T-cell hybridoma screens for their disease-inducing abilities and did not take into account the possibility that the mimic peptide may not be capable of being processed from its surrounding amino acid residues in the native mimic protein.

Thirdly, our data showing an induction of clinical CNS disease and autoreactive PLP139-151-specific DTH and IFN-γ Th1 responses following infection with a TMEV engineered to express either the core HI574-586 mimic epitope flanked by the native PLP sequences (HI-BeAn) or the long HI556-604 epitope (HI39-BeAn) (Fig. 2), but not upon priming with HI-BeAn or HI39-BeAn in CFA (Fig. 3), demonstrate that an equally important component required for the infection-induced initiation of autoimmune disease via molecular mimicry is the ability of the pathogen to trigger an appropriate innate immune response leading to an efficient expansion and differentiation of pathological autoreactive Th1 responses. This finding is consistent with our demonstration that a TMEV infection of quiescent microglial cells leads to the induction of a functional antigen presentation function concomitant with a significant upregulation of major histocompatibility complex and costimulatory molecules and an increased expression of cytokines (interleukin-12 and interleukin-23) required for Th1 differentiation (23). Furthermore, we have more recently shown that TMEV infection is a more potent stimulus to restimulating microglia than is the ligation of other Toll-like receptors (TLRs). Compared to the activation of TLR2 via peptidoglycan, TLR3 alone via poly(I-C), TLR4 via bacterial lipopolysaccharide, or TLR9 via CpG DNA, the infection of microglia with viable TMEV caused a more potent upregulation of innate and effector immune cytokines, chemokines, and major histocompatibility complex class II and costimulatory molecules, enabling the microglia to more efficiently present myelin antigens to CD4+ Th1 cells (24). Preliminary unpublished data indicate that TMEV is also tropic for dendritic cells, and thus it is possible that TMEV expressing the *Haemophilus*-encoded PLP139-151 mimic causes a more efficient activation/maturaion of dendritic cells than does CFA, resulting in an enhanced activation of autoreactive Th1 cells. In addition to the more efficient induction of peripheral cross-reactive PLP139-151-specific Th1 responses by HI-BeAn infection than by HI574-586/CFA priming, the fact that TMEV can persist and replicate in the CNS, leading to the local release of inflammatory cytokines and to possible deleterious effects on blood-brain barrier integrity, may also contribute to the efficient disease induction observed following infection with the mimic-expressing virus versus that with peptide priming.

Lastly, our results demonstrate that a secondary infection with a myelin mimic-expressing neurotropic virus can exacerbate a mild preexisting CNS disease, indicating that mimicry may also trigger disease relapses in autoimmune disease. Various environmental factors have been associated with initiating MS relapses, including viral and bacterial infections (2, 9, 27, 28, 31). The infection of SJL mice with the HI-BeAn mimic virus induces a mild, slowly progressive form of clinical disease. The nonprogressive disease induced by HI-BeAn may be due to the failure of the virus to fully activate the self-reactive PLP139-151-specific T-cell population (HI574-586) has a 50% infective concentration of 385 NM for I-A*, while that of PLP139-151 is 87 NM (3), or the mimic peptide may only activate a subset of the self-reactive population (6). Significantly, mice infected with a second dose of HI-BeAn developed a severe, progressive clinical disease, consistent with the repriming of HI574-586/PLP139-151-specific CD4+ T cells. We have also recently shown that the reinfecition of prediabetic mice with a virus expressing an H-2Krestricted mimic ligand to a lymphocytic choriomeningitis virus (self) epitope transgenically expressed on pancreatic β-cells can accelerate the development of diabetes, but this
FIG. 5. Increased CNS infiltration of inflammatory cells in mice following secondary infection with HI-BeAn. HI-BeAn or OVA-BeAn virus-infected mice received a secondary infection with HI-BeAn, OVA-BeAn, or ΔCla-BeAn at 14 days postinfection or were administered PBS. At 60 days postinfection, mice (n = 3) from all groups were anesthetized and perfused. The lumbar spinal cords, brain stems, and cerebellums of mice were removed and sectioned into 5-μm-thick slices. The sections were stained for the presence of CD4+ T cells and F4/80+ monocytes/macrophages in the lumbar spinal cord (a to p) and in the cerebellum and brain stem (q to x). Quantification of the immunohistochemistry was determined for representative sections by using ImageJ software. The number in the lower left corner of each panel indicates the percentage of positive pixels per area of the photomicrograph.
mimic ligand-expressing arenavirus, unlike HI-BeAn, is not capable of initiating autoimmune disease (4). Interestingly, HI-BeAn-infected mice reinfected with TMEV encoding an irrelevant OVA epitope also developed a more severe clinical disease, indicating that bystander activation may also restimulate autoreactive T cells that are initially activated by HI-BeAn virus infection. This is significant, as anecdotal evidence suggests that relapse episodes in MS can be triggered by various upper respiratory virus infections (2, 9). The present study also advances previous findings in which mice primed with a plasmid coding for PLP could render mice susceptible to a mild disease following a subsequent rechallenge with CFA (35). This highlights the difficulties faced when investigating the role of viruses in MS pathogenesis, as relapses may be induced by otherwise innocuous or irrelevant viral infections.

Significantly, an initial infection of the CNS with the OVA-BeAn virus followed by a secondary infection with the HI-BeAn virus slightly accelerated the clinically severe disease. However, reinfecion with the HI-BeAn virus did not increase the severity of autoimmune demyelinating disease as significantly as when the initial infection was with the HI-BeAn virus. Although the proliferative responses to PLP139-151 were similar between the OVA-BeAn/HI-BeAn- and HI-BeAn/HI-BeAn-infected groups, the clinical disease was more severe for the HI-BeAn/HI-BeAn-infected group (Fig. 4a). Importantly, we observed that IFN-γ secretion, assessed by a PLP139-151 Fc challenge in vitro, was significantly higher for the HI-BeAn/HI-BeAn-infected group (Fig. 4f), indicating that the enhanced disease severity correlates with the ability of the H. influenzae mimic peptide to efficiently cross-activate pathogenic PLP139-151 Th1 cells, which are essential to the initiation and progression of CNS autoimmune disease. Thus, this suggests that molecular mimicry boosts the autoreactive Th1 T cell population, resulting in a more severe autoimmune demyelinating disease.

Therefore, a non-mimic-encoding pathogen may only actively participate in disease pathogenesis once autoimmune cells are activated, whether by molecular mimicry or other mechanisms, e.g., epitope spreading (17). Further evidence to support this conclusion can be drawn from the observation that preinfection with a persistent virus which expressed a nonsens, nonmimic epitope (OVA-BeAn) or a transient infection with ΔCla-BeAn did not predispose mice to exacerbated autoimmune disease upon HI574-586 immunization (5). However, mice preinfected with HI-BeAn and subsequently immunized with the H. influenzae peptide showed an exacerbated disease compared to that after H. influenzae immunization or HI-BeAn infection alone. Furthermore, infection with HI-BeAn and immunization with an irrelevant peptide (OVA) did not exacerbate the disease. Therefore, it appears that one requirement for autoimmune disease is an infection of the target organ, i.e., the CNS, with the mimic-expressing virus.

Interestingly, there were significant differences in the numbers of inflammatory cells present in the spinal cord and brain in mice receiving secondary infections. With mice infected with HI-BeAn/HI-BeAn, we observed a significant number of CD4+ T cells and macrophages present in the spinal cord, consistent with the severe clinical disease. Furthermore, the presence of inflammatory infiltrates in the cerebellum and brain stem was only observed in mice from the HI-BeAn/HI-BeAn-infected group with severe clinical disease. Therefore, the increased clinical severity may have been due to damage in these regions of the CNS. The cerebellum is involved in the coordination of voluntary motor movement, balance, equilibrium, and muscle tone. Therefore, inflammation in these structures is likely to induce a further loss of coordination of motor movement (asynergia), movement tremors (intention tremor), staggering, wide-based walking (ataxic gait), and weak muscles (hypotonia). Overall, mice that received secondary infections had a more severe disease which correlated with more infiltrating cells in the brain and spinal cord.

Our results suggest that molecular mimicry could be an important factor in the pathogenesis of MS by expanding a population of T cells that recognize self-epitopes. These autoreactive cells may then be further expanded to different degrees by differing stimuli, including reinfecions with viruses or bacteria, which may or may not encode epitope mimics of relevant autoantigens via direct and/or bystander mechanisms.
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